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ABSTRACT

TIlesludy exomillM iJdiWKioliuity (the tende1u)' todwociate spontanMwl») was relntttl to a) realil)' mOllitontlg«(lbility to distillguis},
actual from imaginM ronlts) and b) vividness of visual imngt!7)'
ability. Parlidjxlllts (11 - 220) rompletell the f)i.llociatiutExperiences
Scale (DES), Quationnairt ofImager)' ";vidnm, and rompktM a
realil)' monitoring lask thai required subjects to uino slides of common objects 2, " or 8 limLS and imagine tMm 2, 5, or 8 times at
tat::h jJrf.snltatiotl JmIliency kveL Parlicipants Inla estimatM how
oftrn. tach stimulw was fms"1~. An analJsis ofrouarianct (with
imagpyas COfJ(lritUL) rr:uMkdsuppurtforJohruon, Tayw, and Rnyei
(J 977) finding oj rtality nwnitoring lkficits, HUllJIron', dissociativity (as measured by 1M DES) was unrelntLd 10 reality monitoring
lkficits. FUr1~ uiuidnm ojimagrrysam':J and dWociaJivil)'
wtTt' unt:orrrlnttd.
In recent years the concepts of dissociation and realit},
monitoring ha\'e al1.racted much auention from clinicians
and experimental ps)'chologists alike, perhaps due to the
intense debate that surrounds the issue of recovered memory, This stud)' attempted to link dissociation and memof)'

experimentaJl)' by examining if dissociati\;ty, the tendenC)'
to Sl)()ntaneousl}' dissociate in C\'e'1'da}' life (Carlson &
Putnam, 1989), is related to realit}' monitoring, the ability
to distinguish actual from imagined C\'ents Oohnsoll & Rare,
1981). The study also investigated the relationship between
dissocialh;t), and \;\;dness of imagery abilit), since some
research (e.g., Ciola & Sanders, 1992) suggests these twO constmcts should be related.

Diuooativity
Dissociation, defined as ·disconnection or disengagement regarding the selfand/or the ell\;ronment· (Cardeila,
1994, p. 23), is often implicated in memol'}'loss, dissociative
disorders, da)'dreaming, and h}lmosis. According to Van del'
Kolk and Fisler (1995), in C\'e'1"day life, dissociation rna)'
occur in the fonns oC·ongoing depersonalization - and ·spacingou,· resulting in comparunentalization of experience in
which the variolls elements of experience are not integrated intoa unitary experience. Consequently, experiential e1emcnts may be stored in the form of isolated sensory and affec·
tive fragments. Dissociation is often viewed as a coping
mechanism to deal with su"ess and traumatic experiences,
but cOlllinlied reliance on dissociation to cope with stress
will interfere with one'scapacity to ~fullyatlend toone's life's
ongoing challenges· (Van del' Kolk & Fisler, 1995, p. 513).
Thc scverilY of dissociation is correlaled with various ps)'chopathological conditions such as somatization, bulimia,
self-mutilation, and borderline personality disorder. Its most
st.'\'cre form lends lO occur in peoplc who suffer from dissociati\'e identit)' disorder in which ~separate identities seem
to contain the memories related to dilTel'elll traumatic incidents- (I" 513).
Although dissociation is common I}' implicated in memory problems, there appears to be little empirical ",'ork in
understanding the role of dissociation in memol'}'. Van der
Kolk and Fisler (1995) found a significant correlation (r='
54,!! < ,01) bet\':een scores on the Dissociative E.xperiences
Scale (DES; Bernstein & Putnam, 1986) and lack of narrati\-e memol'}' (the ability to tell a coherent Story about
whal happened during a traumatic C\·cnt). The)' interpreted these results to suggest thaI people's traumatic experiences are initiall)' stored assensof)' fragments \Oo;thout seman·
ticcomponenlS- Barrett (1992, 1996) diffe.rentiated between
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high fantasy-prone individuals and high dissociators. She
found that while both tended to become absorbed in books,
films, plays, stories, and lose track of time, surroundings, and
sense ofidentity, high dissociators were more likely to report
amnesia for particular events.
The main concern of interest to the present study was
to examine if dissociativity (as measured by the DES) was related to reality monitoring confusion, the inability to discriminate between actual and imagined events (Johnson & Raye,
1981). Reality monitoring confusions may be conceptualized
as a dissociation problem in which a person has lost access
to cues that con textualize the origin ofa memory. Specifically,
we wanted to determine if people who are high (relative to
low) in dissociativity may have greater difficulty in distinguishing the sources (external or internal) of their memories. However, before we develop the possible relationship
between dissociativity and reality monitoring more fully, we
will review some of the relevant work on reality monitoring
done byJohnson and her colleagues, especially since the conceptualization and methodology used in the present study
were based on their work.
Reality Monitoring
Johnson and Raye (1981) defined reality monitoring as
the process involved in attributing events of either external
(actual perception) or internal (imagined or mental) origins to memories. Although most people are remarkably
adept at remembering the origin or source of information
(Reed, 1992), to err in this process is also an ordinary occurrence. Initial research (Johnson, Taylor, & Raye, 1977) on
reality monitoring supported the hypothesis that people do
confuse the sources of their memories.
Johnson et al. (1977) tested reality monitoring difficulties by manipulating the frequencies with which participants
both viewed and generated words internally (mentally) and
asked participants later to judge either the frequency with
which they viewed each word or the frequency with which
they generated each word internally. In general, their results
showed that participants were sensitive to the frequency of
occurrence of externally and internally generated words.
Nevertheless, how often an externally presented stimulus was
judged to have occurred was influenced by the number of
times the participant was required to generate it internally.
This finding that "internally generated events increased the
apparent Frequency of Externally generated events" was
labeled the IFE effect (Johnson, Taylor, & Raye, 1977, p. 118).
Conversely, to a lesser degree results also revealed that "externally generated events Increased the apparent FreqJlency of
In ternally generated events" which was labeled the IFI effect
(p. 118). In a subsequent study, Johnson, Raye, Wang, and
Taylor (1979) found that good, relative to poor, imagers
were more likely to confuse the source of their memories
(seeing or imagining).
Johnson and Raye (1981) proposed that the ability to

accurately distinguish external from internal memories may
be based on the type and amount of information stored in
the memory trace during acquisition. Memories derived from
external, vis-a-vis internal, events have more contextual, sensory, and detailed information stored in the memory trace;
memories derived from internal or mental events have more
cognitive processes such as reasoning, inferring, and imagining associated ,vith the memory trace. Finally, Johnson,
Nolde, and De Leonardis (1996) indicated that source (memory origin) monitoring failure may playa significant role in
memory distortions and illusions (including false memories,
misinformation effects, and misattributions of memory origins; see also Johnson, Hastroudi, and Lindsay, [1993]).
Dissociativity and Reality Monitoring - The Present Study
In a recent review article, Rogers (1995) suggested that
dissociation and reality monitoring may be implicated in
recovered memories. She suggested that absorption, fantasy proneness, and hypnotic susceptibility may affect the ability to discriminate between actual and mental events. She
argued that adults and children suffering from dissociative
disorders may "at times be prone to source monitoring errors"
(Rogers, 1995, p. 694). Hyman and Billings (1995, cited in
Hyman & Pentland, [1996]) found that dissociati,~ty,as measured by the DES, was significantly correlated with the creation of false memories in an experimental setting.
Furthermore, Hyman and Pentland (1996) interpreted the
DES to be a "measure of individual differences of difficulties
in reality monitoring" (p. 104).
Kunzendorfand Karpen (1996-97) observed reality testing deficits in college students were related to the
Dissociation/Amnesia and Absorption factors of the DES.
Specifically, they found that

subjects exhibiting above-median scores on
the Dissociation/Amnesia factor of tl,e DES
took longer to discriminate perception from
vivid imagery than from faint imagery, as if
tlley failed to monitor the greater 'central
inervation' behind more vivid, more perceptlike imagery. Among such subjects, those
exhibiting below-median scores on Absorption/Imagination had double trouble discriminating perceptual sensations from
imaged sensations - as if they first failed to
monitor directly the 'central innervation' of
vividly imaged sensations, and then, failed to
infer correctly the imaginal nature of all imaged
sensations which were phenomenally less
vivid than perceptual sensations. (p. 235)
Given these and results from previous studies, Kunzendorfand Karpen (1996-97, p. 235), these authors suggested
that the dissociative, psychotic, and hypnoidal tendencies in -'"
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college studenls are refleClive of first stage both direct and
inferential source monitoring deficits.
In gencral, there is litue empirical v.-ork supporting the
notion that dissociativity is a factor in reality monitoring failure. The primary purpose of the present stud}' v.as to examine if the tendency to dissociate was related to real it)· mono
itoring using a taSk. such as the one used b)'Johnson and her
colleagues. If high (relati\"C to 10\\' and medium) di.ssocia·
tors tend to -space out or suffer -ongoing depersonalization- more often. and as a result do not fully store the sen·
soryand affective components ofexperiences (Van der Kolk.
& Fisler. 1995. p. 513), it is possible that reali!}' monilOring
differences ",'ould exist among low. medium, and high dissociators.
The method used to test reali!}' monitoring was adapted fromJohnson, Raye. Hasher. and Chromiak (1979) and
Johnson, Rave. Wang, and Taylor (1979). Participants viewed
slides ofcommon objects 2,5. or 8 times and imagined the
common objects 2, 5. or 8 times at each of the prescn13tion
frequenci (i.e.. presentation and imagination frequencies
were combined fuctoriall)' for each participant). Pictures, as
opposed to words, were used because we were interested in
examining realit)· monitoring of\;sual rather than an auditory stimuli. Participants later judged the presentation frequcncies of each objecL Imagery \;\;dness (ability to expt....
rience \;\;d imagery) ....'3J! included as a covariate. gi\·en the
finding that good imagers were more likely to suffer from
source confusions than 1)QQI'imagers Uohnson, Rare. \rang,
&Tarlor. 1979). II ....'3J!amicipated that high dissociators (relative to lows and mediums) \\'ould not onl)' show deficits in
estimating lhe presented frequencies, but also show deficits
in realit}, monitoring abilit), (i.e., highs would be more apt
to show the IF"E effect than ....·ould lows and mediums).
W

Dissociativity a"d Visllal Imagery Vividness
Although the variable visual imagely was included to
serve as a covariate in the test of t..he hypothesis relating dissociativity to reality monitoring. we decided also to examine
the relationship between dissociati\;ty and the ability to experience \;sual imagel"')' vivid I),. There is some, but indirect evidence that these tv.-o constructs should be related.
Giolas and S.'lnders (1992) found that high dissociators,
relative to low, reported significantly less suffering when
instructed to use imagery as a coping response to an ischemic
pain procedure. The)' argued that high dissociators were
more effective because they \\'ere more experienced in utilizing imagery as a means to minimize suffering. They also
suggested that people ....·ho are highlv imaginath'e are highly dissociative as \\·ell.
Kirsch and Council (1992) noted that imagery\;\;dness
is conceptuaJlv related to absorption. imaginati\'e in\'olvememo and fantasy·proneness and tJlat it correlates moderately WitJl h)-pnoti7.ability. They funher asserted that it is not
clear how the aforementioned concepts actually differ.

Additionally, lhere is considerable e\;dence that these variables show moderale to high correlations \\;lh each other
(sec Cr.mford. 1982: Ijzendoom & Schuengel. 1996; Lynn
& Rhlle. 1988: Sutcliffe, I>err)", & Sheehan, 1970; Putnam &
Carlson. in press).
Relating dissociation ....;th imagel'"), L}nn, Rhue. and
Green (19 ) suggested that dissociation is synonpnous to
-an imagination-b.'l5ed cogniti\'e strategy- (p. 140). and that
both imagination and fan laS} are mechanisms used to dissociate from the ell\;ronment. Ifthis h}l>othesis is true. then
a measure ofthe tcndeno' to dissociate should correlate high.
Iy \\;lh a measure of imager" \;\;dness ability.
~tETHOD

Participants
Participants were 220 students from psychology. sociology, and anthropology classes at West Chester UniH~rsil)"
J>-"rticip.'lnts \'olunteered for the study and thE':}' could terminate their panicipation at an)' time during the slUd}'\\;th
impunity.
Instroments a"d Matmals
Bernstein and I>UUlam's (1986) 28-item self-report
Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES) \\'3J! used to assess participants' tendency to spontaneously dissociate (alterations
in memory. identilY. depersonalization, and derealization)
in the context of daily activities (see also Putnam & Carlson.
in press). The DES is perhaps the most \\;dely researched
measure of dissociati\'ity (Carlson & Putnam. 1989) and is
considered 10 be reliable and \~"lid (Ross. 1989).
Pekala's (1980) Questionnaire of Imagery Vh;dness. a
modification of Sheehan 's (1967) modified Betts Questionnaire upon MetHal Imagery. was uJl(.'d to measure participants'
imagery vividness ability. The Questionnaire of Imagery Vi\;dness is a 24-item questionnaire that purports to measure visual, auditory, gustatOIY. tactile, olfactory, kinesthetic. and
organic imagery ability. Reliabilit)'data for the Questionnaire
of ImageI'")' Vividness \\'3J! not. available from pre\ious work.
However, the internal consistency reliabilit}' computed for
the present stlldydata was found to be .90 for the entire scale
(24 ilems) and .88 for the \uual imagel'")' scale (13 ilems);
the latter reliability ....'3J! computed separately since \isual
imagery ....'3J! used as a covariate in the present study.
Eighteen slides ofcommonl)'recognizable objects (e.g.,
banana, ke}"S, car) ser\'ed as stimuli for Ule reality monitoring task. The slides .....ere made from children's books illustrations.

Design
A 3x3x3 bet.....een by .....ithin subjects' analrsis of co\'ariance factorial design ....'3J! used. The first independent
(bet.....een) variable \\'3J!Ie\'e1 of dissociari\;t)· (low, medium,
or high); the second independent (",;thin) \<lriable ....'3J!slide
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TABLE 1
ANCOVA Results for Dissociativity and Reality Monitoring
(Covariate Visual Imagery)
MS

DF

Between Subjects
Dissociativity

10.64

2

Error

23.36

216

0.46

0.635

450.65

0.000

87.55

0.000

6.23

0.000

1.59

0.175

5.83

0.000

0.40

0.918

Within Subjects
Presentation
Error
Imagination
Error

1145.71
2.54
119.76
1.37

2
434
2
434

Interactions
Dissociativity x Presentation

16.84

4

Error

2.54

434

Dissociativity x Imagination

2.18

4

Error

1.37

434

Presen tation x Imagination

7.44

4

Error

1.27

868

.52

8

1.27

868

Dissociativity x
Presentation x Imagination
Error

presentation frequency (2, 5, or 8 times); and the third independent (within) variable was slide imagination frequency
(2,5, or 8 times). Visual imagery ability was used as a covanate sinceJohnson, Raye, Wang, and Taylor (1979) found that
good imagers produced a greater IFE effect than do poor
imagers.
The 18 slides were randomly assigned to the nine conditions produced by factorially combining the thrte levels
of two within subjects' variable - slide presentation frequency
(2,5, or, 8) and slide imagination frequency (2, 5, or 8). Thus,
six slides were presented two times, six slides were presented five times, and six slides were presented eight times.
Likewise, six slides were imagined two times, six slides were
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imagined five times, and six
slides were imagined eight
times.
There were 20 alternating
slide presentation and slide
imagination trials with nine
slides either presented or
imagined on each trial. For
example, on trial 1, nine
slides were presented to participants. On trial 2, participants were asked to imagine
nine slides. The slide presentation and slide imagination
trials alternated in this fashion un til all 20 trials were
completed.
Certain restrictions were
implemented for the reality
monitoring task so that it was
carried outin a uniform fashion by all participants. One
restriction was that a slide
had to be presented to participants before it could be
imagined. Participants were
instructed to imagine objects
exactly as they appeared in
the slides, which would not be
possible if they had not seen
the objects before imagining
them. Another restriction was
that slides, whether presented or imagined, were not
repeated within trials; that is,
a slide that was to be presented two times was not presented twice within the same
trial, but was randomly presen ted twice across the ten
presentation trials.

Procedure

Participan ts were tested in groups ofl6 to 46. They filled
out the DES and the Questionnaire ofImagery Vividness and
then engaged in the reality monitoring task. Slides were presented to participants for four seconds on presentation trIals. On imagination trials the experimenter gave the name
of an object every five seconds, and asked the participants
to imagine the object. These time parameters were used by
Johnson, Ray, Hasher, and Chroniak (1979) so as to allow
greater time for the image to develop.
Mter 20 trials (ten each of alternating presentation and
imagination) the experimenter tested participants' memo- .-

_L
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I)'. The experirnenlcr presellled each slide in a random
order and asked lhe participanulojudge the numbcrof
times they actually 53,",' the
slide of !.he object. The p..'lrticipanu had nOt been
informed prior to lhis that

their memory for frequenc}'
of presentation "'ould be
tested. Thi was made clear b)'
repetition and verified b)'asking the panicipants if the')'
under5100d the La k.
ParticipanlS were gi\~n up to
len seconds to transcribe
their frequency judgements
corresponding to 18 slides on
a sheet of paper numbered
1-18.

TABLE 2

MeanJudged Presentation Frequencies as a Function of Presemation
and Imagination Frequencies
Presentation Frequency

Imagination
Frequency

Low Dissocialon;

Medium DissociaLors

2

8

5

2

3.00

4.73

6.06

5

3.93

5.43

6.47

8

4.13

6.12

6.83

2

3.18

4.95

6.82

5

3.67

5.63

6.90

8

3.98

6.48

7.38

2

3.72

4.90

6.18

5

3.99

5,28

6.31

8

4.33

5.97

6.68

RfSULTS
Preliminary Analpis
An examination of !.he
frequenc)'distriblluon farlhe
High Dissociators
DES scores suggested the follo\\"ing cut-offscores to identify the low, medium, and
high di.ssociators respectively:
7.99 and lower (20th percentile), 8.00 - 24.99 (21 st and 79th percentiles), and 25.00
and abo\'e (80th percentile). The mean DES scores for the
three groups were: low"" 5.25 (n "" 46), medium"" 14.55 (n
"" 127), and high .. 33.89 (n"" 47), The mean of the high
b'TOUP corresponds to cut-off scores lIsed in the screening
for Dissociath'e Identity Disorder and/or Post-Traumatic
Slress Disorder (Carlson & Putnam, 1992; Ross, 1989).
Main Analysis
A 3x3x3 analysis of covariance (A.'IICQVA) with \'isual
imagery as a CO\'3.riate was conducted using frequency judgmenu as the dependent variable. In Tables I and 2, thevariable presentation refers to the number of times slides were
actually presented (2. 5. or 8). and the \'3.riable imagination
refers to the number of times slides were imagined (2, 5, or
8). Table I sho\\' that the main effect of dissociati\ity ....'aS
not ignifica.nt (~> .05). but iu interaction .....ith presentation was.significant {J2.<.OOI).lt maybe noted that the resulu
did not change when analfsis did not include the cO\"ariate.
It might be argued that the total imagery scale may ha\'e
served asa bettercO\1U'iate than the \'isual imagery scale; howC"o-er, the extremely high correlation of0.91 bet....· een the two
rules out that possibility. Funhennore, the main effects of

presentation frequency and imagination frequency, and their
interaction with each other. were significant < .001). The
other sources of\'ariance were nOt significanL
The presentation frequency main effect was further anaIyzed using Schem's IXlst-hoc procedure. The rcsullS revealed
that the three means (3.71,5.57, and 6.78) for the three Ie\'e1s of presentation frequency (2, 5, 8) were significantly different from each other ({ values ranged between 63.41 and
408.16. I! < .001). Post-hoc analyses for the main effect of
imagination frequency. using Schem's procedure, rel'ealed
the three means (4.89, 5.33, and 5.83) for the tllree lel'e1s
of imagination frequency were significantly different from
each other (f mlues ranged bet.....een 15.49 and 70.69, ~ <
.01 ).
The significant interaction bet.....e en di.ssociari,"ityand presentation is shown in Figure I. Simple main efTcclScomputed
to test differences among the three groups of dissocialOrs at
each IC"o'el of presentation frequency were not significant
usingSchene's procedure (I's ranged between .07 and 4.46,
a = .05). Simple main effeclS comparing pair.....ise differences
among presentation frequencies at each 1C"e1 of dissoc.iati"..
it}· .....ereall significant (f·s ranged bet"..een 14.1 and 237.73:
a = .05) .....itll the exception oft....· o comparisons. These .....ere
a) 10..... dissociators did not significantl}' differ on presenta-
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DISSOCIATMTY & REALITY MONITORING

FIGURE 1

stantially alter the findings of
the main effects.

Dissociativity (Low, Medium, and High) and Presentation Interaction
Dissociativity and Reality
Monitoring
The main effect of presentation frequency was
8-,--------------extremely strong compared
with
the dissociativity-presen7--l---------------r---J
tation interaction. Furthermore, the simple main effects
6 +-----------,==1
of the interaction did not
'"
reveal any significant differ:::l=.=;5+------ences
among the levels of disCT
~
Legend
sociativity at each level ofpre';;4
sentation frequency. These
Low
Ol
results suggest that all particMedium
-':3
ipants
had the tendency to
co
High
co
give higher estimates with
::;2
increased presen tation frequencies.
The main effect of imagination was significant, but
neither the dissociativityimagination
interaction, nor
2
5
8
the three way interaction di Presentation Frequencies
sociativity-presen tation-imagination were significant.
These results suggest that the
tion frequencies of 5 and 8 (I = 7.79; a = .05), and b) high
!FE effect did not differ with the level of dissociativity, that
dissociators did not significantly differ on presentation freis, the high, medium, and low dissociators showed the same
quencies of 5 and 8 (I = 7.70; a = .05 ).
level of reality monitoring confusion.
These results seem contrary to Rogers' (1995) assertion
Dissociativity and Imagery Vividness
that dissociativitywould be a factor in reality monitoring, and
The correlations between dissociativity and visual
Hyman and Pentland's (1996) assertion that DES is a meaimagery vividness and total imagery scale score based upon
sure of individual differences in reality monitoring. Rather,
the entire Questionnaire ofImagery Vividness scale were .02
the results may better be interpreted to imply that not every
and .01 (n = 220; ~ > .10) respectively. The correlation
situation of reality monitoring would be found difficult by
between tile visual imagery and total imagery scale was .91,
dissociative individuals. As Ijzendoorn and Schuengel (1996)
~ < .001.
noted, that if "dissociation is conceptualized as a defense
mechanism, it should be present in cases where defense is
DISCUSSIO
functional- at least in the short run" (p. 366).
Ross (1989) found that a) the severity of dissociation
Although not of primary interest to the present study,
tends to be positively correlated with trauma and b) dissowe would like to note that consistent with previous work of
ciation serves as a defense mechanism to cope with traumatic
johnson and her colleagues, the results showed support for
events in one's life. It seem possible that the capacity for
the lFE effect inasmuch as the main effect of imagination
dissociation may be used less frequently in non-threatening
was significant; that is, as imagination frequency increased
environments, as might have been the case with the type of
so did the frequencyjudgments of actual slide prese}ltations.
stimuli used in the present study. Thus, high dissociators may
These results were similar even tllOugh the nature of test stimnot have differed from low or medium dissociators on tlie
uli (words or pictures) differed in the work ofjohnson and
reality monitoring task because they were in a non-threather colleagues' tudies and this study. Although the preening environment where dissociation as a defense mechasentation-imagination interaction was significant, it was
nism would be unnecessary. In a recent study, johnson,
extremely weak relative to the main effects of both presenNolde, and DeLeonardi's (1996) observed that emotion may /
tation and imagination. Thus, the interaction does not sub-
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play an imporumt role in source (memol)'origin) confusion,
panicularly in situations in which -emotion induces embellishments or distonion ofan e\'t:nt, especially combined with
repeated rehearsal of the embellishment, imagined events
would takc on the perceptual and semantic characteristics
of real cvents, and result in reality monitoring failures .....
(Johnson et aI., 1996, p. 151). Thus, high (relative to low)
dissociaLOrs, by nature, may not ha\'e problems with source
moniLOring in eve!)'day, ordinat)' tasks. Nevertheless, they
rna}' suffer source confusion when dealing with personally
relevant emotional events inasmuch as !.hey would focus their
aucntion on the cotHetH of the message at the expense of
auendingto the pclipheral details (which help later in determining the source of the message). It is also likely that in
highly emotional contexts, high dissociaLOrs may completeI)' ignore the mcssage and its source alLOgether.
A stud}' by Hashuoudi, johnson, Vnek, and Ferguson
(1994, cited by johnson et aI., 1996) found that oldcr adults
(mean age'" iOyears) showed asignificantsource 1ll0nitOling
deficit relativc to young adults (mean age", 20 years) in conditions in which tlle panicipants wcre asked to think about
tlleir o\,'n emotion; but they showed no significant deficit
when they \,'ere asked to attend to factual aspects. Hashtroudi
et al. (1994) suggested that when older people focused illlcrnallyon their own feelings, they werc less likely to proccss
extemal perceplllal infonnation. HO\"e\'er,johnson et al.
(1996) pointed out that these results do not imply that young
adults' ability for source monitOring is not affected by affective manipulations since under some conditions, when
young adults focus on their own affective responses, they
showed relath'ely poor source accuracy, Borro\"ing from
~'Iorris, Bransford, and Franks (1977),johnson el al. (1996)
suggested !.hat some type of -transfer appropriate emotional processing- occurs, that is, -the relation between emotion
and m(mOI1' will depend on Ihe specific nature of the perceptual and renecti\'e processing that the emotion promotes
and the nature of memol)' tasks individuals later face ... (Johnson et al., 1996, p. 149). Thus, it would be interesting
to replicate this study using anxiety-pro\'oking and/or emotionallyladen stimuli where high dissociatorswould be more
likely to utilize dissociation as a defense mechanism.
Thc present slUdy was limited in that participants \,'ere
collegc students who were not screened for dissociative disorders, cvcn if their DES scores suggested the possibility of
such conditions. Replication of this study using psychiatric
patients diagnosed with dissociative disorders may provide
greater llnderslanding of the memOl)' processes used to discriminate real and imagined e\'ents for those individuals, Il
would also be of interest to compare individuals whose
repressed memory claims have been validat.ed with those
whose claims ha\'e been invalidated. A recent debate in this
area suggests that some indhiduals who claim reprcssed mern01')' are really experiencing difficullY distinguishing facl from
fantasy (see Rogers, 1995). Finally, given the \l'ork by Barrett
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(1992, 1996), fantasy-proneness might be an interestingvariable to correlate with reali£}' monitoring abililY.
Dissociativity and Imagery Vividness Ability
Although prior research (Giolas & Sanders, 1992; Lynn,
Rhue, & Green, 1988) implicatcs the lISC of image I)' and othcr
imagination-based strategies by high dissociators, the present
study results rcvealed thaI dissociati\itywas llncorrelated significan lly with visual imager),. Also, dissociativily did not correlate significantl)' with the total imager)' scale of the
Questionnaire of Mental linage!)'. It is possible t.hat imagination-based strategies, while being able to benefit from the
ability 10 image \'ividly, do not necess.."lrily depend on it. High
dissodators may be able to use a variety of imagination-based
strategies (e.g., internal dialogue) when needed. Furthcr
research in this area is necessary to c1arif), these results.

CONCLUSION
The present study was an initial auempt to investigate
thc relationship between dissociativlty and reality monitoring. Results suggest that dissociati\'i~'was unrelated to reality monitoring deficits. The results are probably best interpreted to imply that nOt all situations of reality monitoring
may be difficult for high dissociatOrs. Future studies might
find it more useful to look at clinical populations employing anxiely-provoking or emotionally-laden materials to see,
ifin thcse contexts, perception and imagination maybe con·
fused . •
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